We have found evidence for jet structure in e+e-+ hadrons at center-of-mass energies of 6.2 and 7.4 GeV. At 7.4
Inquark-parton constituent models of.elementary particles, hadron production in e+e-annihilation reactions proceeds through the annihilation of the e -t-and e-into a virtual photon which subsequently produces a quark-parton -pair, each member of which decays into hadrons.
At sufficiently high energy the limited transverse momentum distribution of the hadrons with respect to the original parton production direction, characteristic of all strong interactions, results in oppositely-directed jets of hadrons.
l-4 The spins of the constituents can, in principle, be determined from the angular distribution of the jets.
In this letter we report the evidence for the existence of jets and the. angular distribution of the jet axis.
The data were taken with the SIAC-LBL magnetic detector at the The total multiplicity and charged/neutral multiplicity ratio for both models were obtained by fitting to the observed charged particle mean multiplicity and mean momentum at each energy. In the jet model the has been found to be nearly +l giving a value for oL/uT of 0.13 + 0.07.
The jet model also reproduces well the inclusive hadron (3 versus x. All of this indicates not only that there are jets but also that the helicity along the jet axis is 1: 1. In the framework of the quark-parton model, the partons must have spin l/2 rather than spin 0. 
